Charter Fiberlink CC VIII, LLC

12405 POWERSCOURT DRIVE
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI  63131-3674

COMPETITIVE ACCESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES TARIFF

CONCURRENCE and ADOPTION NOTICE

Charter Fiberlink CC VIII, LLC hereby concurs in and adopts the descriptions, services, terms, conditions and regulations of Charter Fiberlink – Michigan, LLC for the provision of local and message telecommunications services within the state of Michigan.

The Telephone Company reserves the right to cancel this concurrence and adoption notice after compliance with requirements as to tariff filings.

Issued under authority of the Michigan Public Service Commission in an order dated 2/24/05, in Case No. U-14355

By: Betty Sanders
Director Regulatory Affairs
12405 Powerscourt Drive
St. Louis, Missouri  63131-3674
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*(C)* indicates changes or additions.
SYMBOLS

The following symbols shall be used in this tariff for the purpose indicated below:

C  To signify changed regulation
D  To signify discontinued rate or regulation
I  To signify increased rate
M  To signify moved from another tariff location
N  To signify new rate or regulation
R  To signify reduced rate
T  To signify change in text but no change in rate or regulation
SECTION 1

1.1 Reserved for Future Use

Service areas of the Company may be found in the Company’s Service, Price and Terms Guide and at Charter.com, then Terms of Service/Policies, Charter Telephone Information
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